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CYPELUX LEED 
 

Indoor environment quality with natural light LEED v 4.0 CAI Credit 8.1  

CYPELUX LEED is an application designed to help the user meet the quality requirements of 
the indoor environment related to natural light collected by the certification LEED 
(Leadership in Energy & Environmental Desing). Specifically, the program verifies the 
LEED v 4.0 CAI Credit 8.1 using option 2 (simulation: illumination calculations). 

CYPELUX LEED is integrated into the Open BIM Workflow Through the standard IFC.  
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Main features of CYPELUX LEED 
Daylight  

CYPELUX LEED allows you to set the daylight parameters required to perform the 
simulation defined in the LEED v 4.0 CAI Credit 8.1 option 2.  

First, it will be necessary to enter the data relative to the location of the work and the 
reflectances of the exterior surfaces (facades and pavement). The orientation of the building 
will be obtained directly from the BIM model in case it contains this information. 

As indicated by the specification of the requirements for LEED certification, the user must 
select a day between 15 days from September 21 and a day between 15 days close to March 
21 that represent the sky conditions more Of course. The average illumination value will be 
calculated for 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. each day. For each day you must enter the time slot where the 
work is located, so that it can indicate the existence of daylight saving time, and for every 
hour the program allows to modify the value of the "Turbidity Factor", "Brightness in the 
zenith" and "Solar radiance". 

In order to carry out the calculation, in addition to introducing the general characteristics of 
the work, the "degree of transmission" and "refractive index" of the types of glass gaps 
existing in the building must be indicated. 

Once the configuration is defined, the program allows to save it in a file to be able to import it 
directly into another CYPELUX LEED project. 

 

Areas 

Definition of the characteristics necessary to justify the fulfillment of the LEED certification 
in the interior zones. 

The zones are introduced in the program directly by importing a file in IFC format (IFC4 and 
IFC2x3) generated by CAD/BIM modeling programs. To improve the display of the 
enclosures you can use drawing file templates in format DXF, DWG, DWF, JPG The BMP. 
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Once the zone type is defined, the program allows to save its properties in a file to be able to 
import them directly into another project of CYPELUX LEED. 

  

 

RADIANCE calculation engine 

CYPELUX LEED uses the Radiance calculation engine developed by the Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory to carry out the illumination calculations produced by daylight. This 
calculation methodology allows, among other factors, to obtain a result of greater precision in 
the levels of indirect illumination, to make the discretization of the non-point light sources 
and to visualize realistic light scenes.  

Scene rendering 

Thanks to the inclusion of the RADIANCE calculation engine in CYPELUX LEED, it is 
possible to represent in a realistic image the effect of the lighting produced by the natural light 
in each day at 9 am and at 3 pm. To do this, the user must define the location of the point of 
view and the characteristics of the render. 
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Integration into the Open BIM workflow 

CYPELUX LEED is an application 
integrated into the Open BIM workflow. This 
integration is carried out through the 
exchange of IFC information files with a 
previously defined BIM model. 

1. Importing a BIM model 
Importing IFC-formatted files generated 
by CAD/BIM programs such as IFC 
Builder, Allplan, Archicad or Revit, allows 
CYPELUX LEED to automatically 
incorporate elements such as floor plans, enclosures and glass holes. 

2. Timing with the BIM model 
Each time there is a modification in the BIM model, the program will be able to incorporate 
the changes to the CYPELUX LEED project so that the user can work in parallel together with 
other specialists from different disciplines. 

on page Open BIM technology in CYPE programs More information about the Open BIM 
workflow proposed by CYPE is available. 

Calculations 

CYPELUX LEED calculates the average level of illumination, measured at the level of the 
work plane, produced by the effect of daylight for a day between 15 days close to September 
21 and a day between the 15 days close to March 21 , selected by the user, at 9 am and 3 pm. 
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Viewing results and checks 

After calculating, CYPELUX LEED can display the illumination results of the zones that 
intervene by means of isovalues, isolines or numerical values. 

 In addition, if the cursor is positioned over a zone, the program displays the following 
enclosure-related parameters: 

  

1. The percentage of the area of the enclosure whose illumination values are within the limit 
range of the LEED v 4.0 CAI Credit 8.1 (between 300 and 3000 Lux) for 9 am. 

2. The percentage of the area of the enclosure whose illumination values are within the limit 
range of the LEED v 4.0 CAI Credit 8.1 (between 300 and 3000 lux) for 3 pm.  
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Documentation 

Once the calculation has been made, CYPELUX LEED is able to automatically generate the 
listings and plans necessary to justify the fulfillment of the LEED certification. 

 

Justification sheet 

CYPELUX LEED composes a supporting document of the LEED v 4.0 CAI Credit 8.1 for the 
complete work within which the characteristics of the building and the calculation are 
detailed, as well as the results obtained. 
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Installation plans 

The program allows to automatically generate the detailed drawings of the project and 
provides the user with a configuration tool in order to be able to indicate the elements that 
must appear in each plane. 

In addition to being able to print the drawings directly, CYPELUX LEED is capable of 
exporting them to various formats (DWG, DXF, PDF, XPS).  

  

Required user license permits 

To be able to work with CYPETHERM HVAC, users must have the corresponding permission 
to use the program. 

For project consultancy and detailed information; cype@cype.ist or support@cypetr.com   
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